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INTRO by Karen: This was written by a very good colleague and friend who scripted 

exactly what a lot of us were feeling at that time. Having reached management positions 

in the corporate world, we struggled with our ‘corporate hat’ v our ‘personal hat’ and 

core values. The more we pursued our careers and done everything with gut, instinct 

and passion, the more we were told to ‘tow the line’ or ‘don’t rock the boat’ or there 

were flippant comments about leaving early (any time within the hour of normal time 

was early) during down times, despite having finished and presented all the work 

necessary and staying as late as necessary during deadline times. 

 

If you have (or have had) a job, do you ever feel that even when you give your best, you 

STILL have to jump through hoops in order to be recognised or climb the career ladder? 

Some of us were taught to get a good education and a professional job but we didn’t 

expect to have to ‘play the game’ in order to break through the ‘glass ceiling’ or doesn’t 

it exist? Have a read and decide for yourself! 

 

Office Politics…The Corporate World 

Just play the game! That is what my colleague advised me to do…………….trying to 

help me on yet another frustrating day at the office. 

 

JUST PLAY THE GAME? What game? Musical chairs? Pass the parcel? What 

game? Why do I have to play at all, I thought we were here to work? 

 

Play because the boss does not want any other views but his (could be hers). 

Play because the boss thinks he is God….and this is the ultimate power. 

Play because absolute power corrupts absolutely. 

Play because your boss completes your performance review…..his decision is final. 

Play because you need money for your mortgage, for bills, maybe for school fees or 

for extra-curricular activities…….play so your children have a future. 

Play otherwise; you are next on “the list”. 

 



But I do not want to “PLAY THE GAME”. 

 

I want my opinion to count and be taken seriously even if it does not make the final 

cut. 

I want a boss who is not drunk on power just because………………………………… 

I want my performance to be reviewed fairly, not unfairly because I do not belong 

to the “gentleman’s club” or “the club”. 

I want to work and also be there for my children. I want that balance. 

I want job satisfaction, I want to learn……..to develop…….to achieve. 

I want to contribute and be part of the winning team. 

 

YES, I want all those things but I DO NOT WANT TO PLAY! 

So, the rest of you play the game and I will continue to hope and pray that I will 

one day work with, … human beings that are not narrow minded, chauvinist, power 

drunk, egocentric beings……………..pretending to work when all the time, just “playing 

the game”. 

 

I am constantly inspired by an excerpt written by Marianne Williamson from her 1992 

book, "Return to Love". 

"Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate. Our deepest fear is that we are 

powerful beyond measure. It is our light, not our darkness, that most frightens us. 

We ask ourselves, who am I to be brilliant, gorgeous, talented, and fabulous? 

Actually, who are you not to be? You are a child of God. Your playing small doesn't 

serve the world. There's nothing enlightened about shrinking so that other people 

won't feel insecure around you. We are all meant to shine, as children do. We are 

born to make manifest the glory of God that is within us. It's not just in some of 

us, it's in everyone. And as we let our own light shine, we unconsciously give other 

people permission to do the same. As we are liberated from our own fear, our 

presence automatically liberates others." 

 

“TOMORROW WILL BE THE OUTCOME OF TODAY. You choose.” 

 

Take Care now, 

 

KAREN at 

ImaniCoach™    

 


